Legal Services for Legal Entities

AD IMPOSSIBILIA LEX NON COGIT
(The law does not require impossible things)
Attorneys of International Legal Alliance render the whole range of legal services to
corporations and other legal entities including but not limited to the following:
- ► Provision of outsourced legal services (legal support services);
- ► Representation of corporations' interests in courts of general jurisdiction and arbitration
courts on any stage of the litigation procedure;
- ► Representation of corporations' interests in law enforcement bodies and government
agencies (IRS, Anti-trust authority (Federal Anti-trust Service), and others);
- ► Bankruptcy, wind-up and liquidation of legal entities;
- ► Enforcement of court judgements and orders, provisional orders;
- ► Lease of timberland (Moscow region);
- ► Conducting and legal support of real estate transactions;
- ► Legal translation of documents, Apostille;
- ► Legal counseling on a variety of legal questions and legal support of commercial
transactions, composition of contracts, claims, pleadings, motions and other legal documents.
- ► Memoranda on legal issues of any level of difficulty;
- ► Pre-litigation settlements of legal disputes;
- ► Representation of corporations’ interests in business talks, negotiations and alternative
dispute resolution procedures;
- ► Representation of non-resident corporations' interests in courts of general jurisdiction
and arbitration courts on any stage of the litigation procedure in the Russian Federation;
- ► Obtaining of work permits for non-resident personnel;
- ► Incorporation of legal entities of any legal form, filing of paperwork with appropriate
registration authorities for solo proprietors in Russia; Alteration of the certificate of incorporation,
stocks emission registration, obtaining of licenses for the business activities subject to licensing;
- ► Incorporation of Condominium Partnerships, composing of the partnership’s articles,
assistance in resolution of law suits and pre-litigation controversies pertaining a condominium
partnership activity;
- ► Resolution of corporate conflicts and proprietary disputes involving individuals including
those regarding reals estates and securities
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